We are the reason...
You are confident
walking into the courtroom.
You can adapt
to changes on the fly.
The jury stays
interested in your case.
Your case is

DWI Video Presenter (DVP)

Designed Specifically for DWI Trial Attorneys

seamlessly presented.

By using the video files from the police dashboard camera, in-car video and in-station
video, Exhibit A will deliver to you a synchronized video transcript viewer called the
DWI Video Presenter (DVP).

DVP Key Features:

The DVP allows users to easily create and present video clips along with associated
exhibits, by searching and selecting key text. The resulting clips can be used to prepare
and present your case.

Present DWI Video with Scrolling
Transcript Text
u Search, Create, Organize and Present
Edited Video Clips On-The-Fly or
Pre Trial
u Export Text Clips to Microsoft Word,
Notepad or WordPerfect
u Export Presentation to PowerPoint
u

Exhibit A is the parent company to
Visionary Legal Technologies, the
developer of leading trial presentation
and discovery management software.

The DVP includes:
1. A digital MPEG1 video file
2. A text transcript of the conversation and interrogation of the videos
3. Synchronized video and transcript
4. Scanned and hyperlinked documents/exhibits used during the video
The DVP does not require you to purchase any software. Simply insert the DVP disk
into your PC or laptop and you will have the multimedia technology at your fingertips.
The standard price is $350 per DVP. Discounts are available on multiple DVPs. Contact
us today to learn more and order your first DVP.
Please note: the standard price assumes one hour of clear dialogue. Significantly longer video or poor audio
quality may have additional costs. The creation of a DVP normally takes ten business days.

Present Your Best Case with the DWI Video Presenter.
Call Us Today for Details!
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